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Not sure what the other reader was talking about. I am an agnostic so I am pretty aware of that kind
of thing. I was also a teacher. Not only does Love and Logic work in the classroom but it does
amazing things with my kids. I have 2 toddlers and I think the Love and Logic books and videos are
an indespensible resource. It seems to me that the previous reviewer was just looking for a forum to
rant about something totally unrelated to these books. He also wasn't reviewing this book - I guess
some people will actually mislead people to try and get their voice heard. If click on "see my other
reviews" under his name you will see that he has reviewed every book in the Love and Logic series
with this rhetoric that is based on complete ignorance. Charles Fay and Foster Cline (founders of
Love and Logic) are from Evergreen Colorado - not Colorado Springs and have nothing to do with
the whole "family first" thing. There is no affiliation whatsoever. Again, not sure what the other
reviewer was talking about - but it is a shame that he may turn people away from a resource that is
the most effective tool I have come across to raise children who are responsible, able to make
choices effectively, have great self-esteem, and to avoid all the arguments and power struggles that
come with parenting.

I was able to read this short book in one sitting. It kept my attention and used examples that were
straight from my life. It gave me suggestions that I will be able to apply to my situation. Some of the
scenarios were comical, but isn't life? I would highly recommend this book to anyone with children of
all ages.

This is a wonderful, and short version of the Love and Logic approach. This little book is great to
reread when you need to refocus on things. I would highly recommend that anyone that is around
children read this.

This is a mini preview of a parenting method that is amazing. Love and Logic WORKS!! It does not
matter the age of the child or behavior of the child...ADHD, to sweet angel. I have used this
parenting method on my 10 month old and it works. My sister-in-law introduced me to Love & Logic
before I was even a parent to start preparing. I read this book over and over again, along with the
many other resources Love & Logic provides. Look up the other books and get them, it will be worth
every penny...it will be priceless knowledge!!Update at age 3:This has been an amazing parenting
method. My now 3 year old son is very well behaved and listens...granted he is not perfect and we
go toe to toe but he backs down knowing that there will be consequences for his actions. Age 2 was
very difficult but being consistant he has now learned that there are consequences for his actions
both good and bad. I started early but it is never too late.

As a social worker and mom, I recommend this to anyone willing to accept advice. This is a
wonderful little intro to the whole theory. I strongly recommend getting the Love and Logic Magic for
Early Childhood: Practical Parenting from Birth to Six years to help with really practical ways to
apply this parenting philosophy.

Some of the tracks on here are older, but the messages are still clear. I really love Love & Logic but
find it easier to listen to these in the car when driving then to find time to read books.I used to yell a
lot at my kids. It is the parenting style my mom and dad had for me. But I have really learned to take
a step back, take the emotion out of my parenting, and let my kids make decisions and live with the
natural consequences. I am so much happier as a parent! It takes a lot of practice, but you can get
there too!

This book is too short and sweet to really help if you are having issues. I would stick with the main
Love and Logic books. This book deals more with dealing with middle school or high schoolers. I
have really gotten a lot out of the one for Early Childhood.

Short, sweet, to the point. Also very helpful insights -- puts words and descriptions to the things

parents do. He definitely has a preference as to which style is best and makes an interesting case. I
found that I relaxed a bit after reading this, it made me laugh as well as think. Meta-cognition,
meta-parenting?
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